
Victoria Falls Hotel gets prestigious honour 
The Victoria Falls Hotel is one of Zimbabwe’s finest hotels, a 5-star hotel which is jointly owned by 

Hotel giants African Sun Meikles Hospitality. They were recently awarded two prominent honours by 

independent Travel authorities. The Fodors Travel Guide named the Victoria Falls Hotel one of the 

10 best hotels in Africa, while their Livingstone room was listed as one of the best hotel restaurants 

in the world by the online culinary guide, Cooking in Stilettos. The management representative Farai 

Chimba remarked that they are truly honoured by this recognition, in his comments after the 

development.  He went on to say that such honourable mention is a testament of the service 

excellence of the whole team.  

The two accolades are just two of many the hotel has received over the years as it consistently 

outshines similar establishments in the resort town and in the whole region. It has a 115 year old 

reputation of excellence, with 161 rooms and suites under its belt, with a variety of options to meet 

different needs. The hotel was opened in 1904, and it is the one of oldest establishments in the area. 

Each section of the hotel is distinctive and elegant; The Victoria Falls hotel is undeniably the most 

strategically located, as guests can view the spectacular spray of the mighty Victoria Falls, from the 

courtyard as they sip coffee or relax in the cool of the day.  

Its future plans include plans for consistent improvement and it will be refurbishing all of its rooms 

to match international standards. We hope future improvements will preserve the old world 

grandeur that makes the hotel a rare gem. 

The Livingstone Room which received high praise was opened in 1917; it is one of the 5 restaurants 

found within the hotel. It is an elegant dinner only restaurant which is open to residents and 

external guests. The Edwardian themed restaurant features a la carte and table d’hôte menus, with 

choice selections of dishes to match the exclusive theme. The chefs are highly experienced and have 

many exceptional creations to grace the seven-course menu. The restaurant is open six days week.  

We congratulate The Victoria Falls Hotel for these well deserved prestigious honours! 

 

 


